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Mo Mo Ai Ni
(Duet wih Coco Lee)

mo mo ai ni...wooo oh

ye se chuan guo le chuang
The colour of the night shines thru the window
sa zai wo de jian bang shang
casting it on my shoulder
xiang ti tie de hao peng you
like a caring good friend
gei wo nuan nuan yong bao
giving me a warm hug
lei gan de lian pang
with dried tears on my face
jing jing de wei xiao, jing jing de xiang
smiling quietly, thinking silently
ai ni wo bu gan qu jiang
I do not dare to tell u that I love you
jing guo ni shen pang bu zhuo ni de yan guang
Trying to capture your attention when I pass you by

CHORUS

mo mo ai ni
Secretly in love with you
ai que ge zai yan di
but love hides beneath the eyes
gei bu liao ni, tian tian de lei ji
can't give it to you, it just accumulates everyday

li ming chuan guo le chuang
Dawn shines thru the window
sa zai ni de zhao pian shang
casting it on your photo
xiang ti tie di hao peng you
like a caring good friend
yao wo shou qi ta ba
telling me to keep it away
lei shi de yan kuang
with tears in my eyes
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jing jing de liu lei, jing jing de xiang
crying quietly, thinking silently
ai ze me dui ni qu jiang
How do I tell you that I love you?
ba mei ci shi wang ze me kan cheng xi wang
How do I take every failure as another hopeful chance?

mo mo ai ni
Secretly in love with you
ai que ge zai yan di
but love hides beneath the eyes
gei bu liao ni, wo yao de bu zhi guan xin
Can't give it to you, I wanted more than concern

tou lu de mei jian xin shi
Secrets revealed
deng ni hui ying deng dao he shi
but when will you respond
ai yi dan you le kai shi
When loving starts
shui bu dou xi wang you mei hao de jie ju
who does not want a perfect ending?

mo mo ai ni
Secretly in love with you
ai que ge zai yan di
but love hides beneath the eyes
gei bu liao ni, wo yao de bu zhi guan xin
Can't give it to you, I wanted more than concern

mo mo ai ni
Loving you secretly
xiang wen ni zai xin di
wanted to ask you that deep down
ni de an ding hui zai shui de huai li
in whose arms will your security be?
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